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NEWS 

1. On the international foreign exchange markets, the US dollar largely weakened against its 

major international trading partners this week. It lost the most (by 1.5%) against the Pound, 

by 1% against the Singapore $, by 0.6% each against the Euro, the Danish krona and the 

Canadian $ and by 0.5% against the Australian $. It strengthened by 0.2% against the Swiss 

franc and by 0.1% against the Japanese Yen. 

2. Unemployment claims in the US, while staying below 300,000 have come in at 295,000, 

marking the second week in a row when they have risen over the year (California and New 

York saw the biggest increases). Separately, US manufacturing PMI dropped to 54.2 in 

April from 55.7 in March, also marking the weakest growth so far in 2015. The Commerce 

department said that the slowdown was mainly due to“weakening of export orders brought 

about by a slump in capital spending in the oil industry and a jump in the value of the 

dollar”. 

3. Meanwhile, the universe of S&P 500 companies now has $1.4 trillion in cash but has spent 

over $900 billion in dividend payouts and share buybacks in 2014. This lack of production 

use continues to worry the Fed, which is already confused by contradictory economic data.  

4. Japan reported its first monthly merchandise trade surplus in nearly three years, helped by 

declining international oil prices and yen weakness, leading to a stronger demand for 

Japanese goods from the US. Imports fell by 15% and exports rose by 8.5% in March over 

the year, giving Japan a trade surplus of JPY 229 billion ($1.92 billion), the largest since 

September 2011. While a weaker Yen inflated the value of exports, data show that volumes 

rose too, by 3.3%. Shipments to the US were particularly strong, reflected in a 21% yearly 

increase (primarily driven by automobiles). The benchmark Nikkei closed above 20,000 for 

the first time since 2000. 

5. The People’s Bank of China announced a surprise interest rate cut, underscoring the 

proactive measures the Chinese leadership is prepared to take, in order to prop up a slowing 

economy. The cut shaved off 25 basis points from the benchmark lending and deposit rates 

and came less than four months after the last reduction. Of all major commodities, copper 

has taken an especially close cue from Chinese growth and prices plunged by 6% 

immediately following the announcement. Meanwhile, industrial output contracted at the 

fastest pace in a year, as the HSBC manufacturing PMI printed a considerably lower than 

expected 49.2. 

6. On the domestic interbank market, the rupee-dollar exchange rate traded in the range of Rs 

62.50-63.64 per $, and the rupee ended the week with a loss of 1 rupee 19 paise  to close at 

Rs 63.56 per $. The forward premium levels across maturities of 1-month, 3-month, 6-

month and 12-month stood at 7.52%, 7.47%, 7.4% and 6.56% p.a. against 7.68%, 7.78%, 

7.78% and 7.04% last week. RBI’s foreign exchange reserves rose by $2.8 billion over the 

previous week, to $343.2 billion for the week ended April 17, 2015. 
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VIEWS 

1. In the international markets, we could be heading for a period of relative uncertainty. First 

quarter US GDP growth is likely to remain between 0.8%-1.2%, much lower than last year’s 

average (this is mostly being attributed to the harsh winter). Even as the economy has failed 

to create enough permanent and high skilled jobs, corporates in America grapple with under-

utilization of production capacities. There has been an accumulation of $9 trillion dollars’ 

worth of short positions in the markets, as corporates around the world have availed dollar 

financing on an unprecedented scale. The central bank worries that these repayments when 

due over the next few years, could instill yet more strength in the dollar. Meanwhile, 

persistently low oil prices, while largely positive for India, could create a significant 

churning globally. The worldwide outstanding value of bank loans and corporate debt 

extended to the energy sector amounts to $3 trillion, of which $250 billion belongs to the US 

high-yield bond market, which has already started facing difficulties.  

2. The ensuing weakness in the rupee should be evaluated from a global stand point. While 

fundamentally, there is no case for rupee depreciation in the medium term, sporadic events in 

international markets could cause some spill-over effect. Notwithstanding the increased 

chants in the financial press of the rupee being over-valued in real terms, in our opinion it is 

merely a matter of which REER index one chooses to look at. Corporate treasuries should 

treat the current bear pressure on the rupee as being temporary and not take hedging 

decisions in haste. In the present circumstances, a staggered dollar selling strategy could help 

exporters sell a bulk of their receivables forward while capitalizing on a slightly weaker spot 

combined with attractive forward premia levels. Importers however, should cover only 

immediate exposures while considering OTMF call options for their medium term payables. 

3. Even though no one really expected the Greek situation to be resolved at Friday’s meeting in 

Latvia, talks broke down after the Greek Finance Minister was heavily criticized by his euro-

area colleagues in no softer terms than “time-waster”, “gambler” and “amateur”. The 19-

nation bloc’s finance ministers voiced frustration over Mr Tsipras’ attempt to bypass their 

veto power by directly appealing to the German Chancellor and the French President. Under 

the euro-area procedures, it is the finance ministers who have to sign off any aid 

disbursement, and not the head of the state. One would like to believe that a ‘Grexit’ with a 

possible chain reaction is unlikely in the present circumstances of heavily interventionist 

policies of the ECB and other nations’ central banks. Nevertheless, bond yields of peripheral 

economies have risen in unison again, signaling that bondholders are worried about a 

potential domino effect. 

4. Our ranges for the non-US dollar currencies are unchanged, as follows: 

  

$1.43 – 1.55per GBP 

$1.00 – 1.10 per EUR and 

JPY 115 – 125 per $. 
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